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AUXILIARY-LEVEL-ASSISTED OPERATIONSWITH CHARGE QUBITS IN SEMICONDUCTORSL. A. Openov *Mosow Engineering Physis Institute115409, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 22 Otober 2004We present a new sheme for rotations of a harge qubit assoiated with a singly ionized pair of donor atoms ina semiondutor host. The logial states of suh a qubit proposed reently by Hollenberg et al. [16℄ are de�nedby the lowest two energy states of the remaining valene eletron loalized around one or another donor. Weshow that an eletron loated initially at one donor site an be transferred to another donor site via an auxiliarymoleular level formed upon the hybridization of the exited states of two donors. The eletron transfer is drivenby a single resonant mirowave pulse in the ase where the energies of the lowest donor states oinide or bytwo resonant pulses in the ase where they di�er from eah other. Depending on the pulse parameters, variousone-qubit operations, inluding the phase gate, the NOT gate, and the Hadamard gate, an be realized in shorttimes. Deoherene of an eletron due to the interation with aousti phonons is analyzed and shown to beweak enough for oherent qubit manipulation being possible, at least in the proof-of-priniple experiments onone-qubit devies.PACS: 85.35.-p, 03.67.Lx, 73.20.Hb1. INTRODUCTIONSolid-state systems are of great interest in searhingfor a salable quantum omputer tehnology. Severalshemes for solid-state quantum information proess-ing have been proposed [1�3℄. For example, the oher-ent ontrol of superonduting qubits [4℄ and their ou-pling [5℄ have been demonstrated, the qubits being en-oded in the states of a Cooper-pair box. One promis-ing area of urrent investigation is onerned with thesemiondutor-based devies. In Kane's proposal [6℄,the qubits are de�ned by long-lived nulear spins ofphosphorous dopants in a silion host. They are ma-nipulated by external surfae gates and radio-frequenymagneti �elds. While long oherene times of nulearspins make the Kane sheme very promising, the single-spin measurement remains a signi�ant hallenge [7℄.This also onerns an alternative Si : P arhiteturethat uses eletron spin states as qubits [8℄.Along with spin-based qubits, the harged-basedqubits in semiondutors are urrently disussed aswell. The logial states of a harge semiondutor qubitmay be formed by, e.g., the ground state and the ex-ited state of the eletron in a single quantum dot [1℄*E-mail: opn�superon.mephi.ru

or the spatially separated states of the eletron in twodi�erent quantum dots [9�13℄. Although deohereneof the harge-based qubits is rather strong [14, 15℄, theharge qubits are nevertheless believed to be realizableat the present tehnologial level due to their short op-eration times [16℄. One of the obstales to the pratialrealization of salable quantum omputation in the sys-tem of quantum dots is that it is extremely di�ult, ifat all possible, to manufature a set of quantum dotswith idential or at least predetermined harateristiseah. This ompliates the issue, introduing the errorsinto the operations with qubits [17℄ and resulting in aneed for numerous anillary orretive gates. In thisrespet, it would be more reasonable to use naturalatoms (instead of �arti�ial� ones) as the loalizationenters for the eletrons arrying the quantum infor-mation. Reent advanes in manipulation with singleatoms on the solid surfae [18℄ and atomially preiseplaement of single dopants in semiondutors [19, 20℄allow onstruting rather omplex solid-state atomiarhitetures.Reently, Hollenberg et al. proposed a two-atomharge-qubit sheme [16℄ and reported the �rst resultson its fabriation and haraterization [20℄ in the ase973
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RL L RFig. 1. The logial states j0i = jLi and j1i = jRi ofthe buried donor harge qubitof phosphorous dopants in silion. In that sheme, theburied donor harge qubit onsists of two dopant atomsabout 50 nm apart in a semiondutor host. One of thedonors is singly ionized. The logial states are formedby the lowest two energy states of the remaining va-lene eletron loalized at the left or the right donor,j0i = jLi and j1i = jRi, see Fig. 1. The qubit is on-trolled by the surfae eletrodes through adiabati vari-ations of the donor potentials. Initialization and read-out of the qubit are failitated by a single-eletron tran-sistor. The oupling of suh qubits via the Coulomb in-teration, in priniple, allows realizing the onditionaltwo-qubit gates [16℄.It was shown in Ref. [16℄ that although the oher-ene time �oh � 1 ns for harge-based qubits is muhshorter than for their spin-based ounterparts, the or-responding gate operations times are also shorter, ofthe order of �op � 50 ps. We note, however, thatthe ratio �op=�oh � 10�1 seems to be insu�ientlysmall for the fault-tolerant salable quantum ompu-tation being possible [21℄. In this paper, we proposean alternative sheme for operations with buried donorharge qubits, instead of applying biases to the surfaegates. Our sheme is based on the e�et of eletrontransfer between the lowest states loalized at di�erentdonors upon the in�uene of a resonant pulse [9℄ or tworesonant pulses [22℄. Suh a transfer ours via an ex-ited moleular level of the double-donor system andallows implementation of di�erent one-qubit rotations.The operation times an be made orders of magnitudeshorter than in the original proposal [16℄.The paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, wedesribe a three-level model for the resonant eletrontransfer between the donors and brie�y disuss the rele-

vant one-eletron states of a P+2 moleular ion in Si. Wenext present the analytial solution for the unitary ele-tron evolution under the in�uene of mirowave pulses.In Se. 3, we show that in the P+2 : Si system, it ispossible to realize various one-qubit operations, inlud-ing the NOT gate, the phase gate, and the Hadamardtransformation. Deoherene due to the eletron in-teration with aousti phonons is studied in Se. 4.Disussion of the results is given in Se. 5.2. MODEL FOR THE RESONANT ELECTRONTRANSFERWe onsider a singly ionized pair of phosphorousatoms embedded in silion. The remaining valene ele-tron is desribed by the HamiltonianĤ0 =Xn Enj�nih�nj; (1)where En and j�ni are the respetive one-eletroneigenenergies and eigenstates of the moleular ionP+2 : Si. In general, to alulate the energy spe-trum and the wave funtions hrj�ni of the single-eletron/double-donor system beneath the surfae, oneshould aount for the ondution-band anisotropy, theintervalley terms, the surfae e�ets, the potentialsindued in the substrate by the gate voltages, et.This neessarily requires numerial alulations, see,e.g., Ref. [23℄. We note that although the ondution-band edge of bulk silion has six degenerate minima,it has been shown both experimentally [24℄ and theo-retially [25℄ that substitutional impurities break thetranslational symmetry of the rystal lattie, thus lift-ing the degeneray. The spaing between energy levelsin the ground-state and exited-state multiplets may befurther inreased by appropriately hoosing the gatepotentials. Anyway, to quantify the struture of theP+2 : Si energy spetrum and wave funtions, one shouldmake sophistiated numerial alulations for a spei�donor on�guration. In this paper, however, we restritourselves to a semiquantitative onsideration based onan isotropi e�etive mass approximation [26℄ that al-lows an expliit analytial solution. The problem thenredues to that for a hydrogen-like moleular ion withthe e�etive Bohr radius a�B � 3 nm and the e�e-tive Hartree unit of energy E� = e2="a�B � 40 meV,where " = 11:7 is the dieletri onstant for silion1).1) We note that the isotropi e�etive mass approximationgives the value E = �E�=2 � �20 meV for the ground-stateenergy of a single phosphorous donor in silion, whih is abouthalf the experimentally observed value E = �45:5 meV (see,e.g. [27℄).974



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Auxiliary-level-assisted operations : : :The energy spetrum of the H+2 ion for di�erent atomiseparations is known with high auray [28℄.We approximate the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 in Eq. (1) bythe redued three-level HamiltonianĤr = E1j�1ih�1j+E2j�2ih�2j+ETRj�TRih�TRj; (2)where j�1i and j�2i are the lowest moleular states1s�g and 2p�u, whose respetive wave funtions are,respetively, symmetri and antisymmetri about themidpoint of the line joining the two donors (Fig. 2),and j�TRi is one of the exited moleular states dis-ussed below. It is onvenient to pass from the statesj�1i and j�2i deloalized over the P+2 : Si ion to thestatesjLi = j�1i+ j�2ip2 and jRi = j�1i � j�2ip2loalized at the left and the right donor, respetively.For donor separations Rd � a�B , the wave funtionshrjLi and hrjRi are almost indistinguishable from theone-eletron 1s orbitals of the orresponding donoratoms.The states jLi and jRi form the respetive qubitlogial states j0i and j1i. These states are well de�nedif the thermal energy kBT is muh lower than the di�er-enes�E31 = E3�E1 and�E32 = E3�E2 between theenergy E3 of the exited moleular state j�3i and therespetive energies E1 and E2. At Rd � a�B , we haveE1 � E2 � �E�=2 and E3 � �E�=8, and therefore�E31 � �E32 � 3E�=8 � 15 meV. Beause the statesjLi and jRi are not the exat eigenstates of the Hamil-tonian Ĥr, the initial qubit state j	(0)i = �jLi+�jRievolves with time in the absene of external �elds asj	(t)i = exp � iĤrt~ ! j	(0)i = exp�� iE1t~ ����j	(0)i+ i(� � �) exp�� i�E21t2~ � �� sin��E21t2~ � [jLi � jRi℄� ; (3)where �E21 = E2 � E1. We note that att � t0 = ~=�E21, the initial qubit state remainsalmost unhanged (not ounting the ommon phase).Beause the value of �E21 is exponentially small atx = Rd=a�B � 1 [29, 30℄,�E21E� = 4xe�x�1 �1 + 12x +O� 1x2�� ; (4)the period t0 � ~=�E21 that it takes for the qubit stateto hange is rather long, t0 > 1 �s at Rd > 60 nm.

In what follows, we onsider the proesses ouring intime intervals muh shorter than t0 and hene ignorethe o�-diagonal term ��(�E21=2)jLihRj+H..� in Ĥrthat gives rise to the eletron tunneling jLi $ jRi.Then Hamiltonian (2) takes the formĤr � E1 +E22 �jLihLj+ jRihRj�++ETRj�TRih�TRj; (5)where (E1 + E2)=2 � E1 � E2 at Rd � a�B . In thegeneral ase where the qubit is biased by gate voltages,the energies EL and ER of the respetive lowest statesloalized at the left and the right donor di�er from eahother. In this ase, the loalized states are all the bet-ter approximations to the energy eigenstates, and theHamiltonian Ĥr beomesĤr � ELjLihLj+ERjRihRj+ETRj�TRih�TRj: (6)We now let the buried donor harge qubit interatwith an external eletromagneti �eld E(t). Then theHamiltonian beomesĤ(t) = Ĥr + V̂ (t); (7)where the interation term V̂ (t) isV̂ (t) = E(t)�dLj�TRihLj+ dRj�TRihRj+H..�; (8)with dL = h�TRj � erjLi and dR = h�TRj � erjRibeing the eletri dipole moments for the transitionsjL;Ri $ j�TRi between the respetive loalized statesjLi and jRi and one of the exited moleular statesj�TRi deloalized over the double-donor system. Forde�niteness, we hoose this state to be the third one-eletron state j�3i of the moleular ion P+2 : Si. AtEL = ER and Rd=a�B > 6, this is the 3d�g state whosewave funtion hrj�3i is symmetri about the midpointof the line joining the two donors and has its max-ima at the donor loations [31℄, see Fig. 2. If thedonors are arranged along the x axis, the state j�3i isformed upon the hybridization of j2SiL;R and j2PxiL;Ratomi states of the donors, and the wave funtionhrj�3i in the viinity of the left/right donor is equalto �hrj2SiL;R � hrj2PxiL;R�=2 at Rd � a�B . We notethat for suh a hoie of the state j�3i, the eletri�eld should have a nonzero x omponent in order thatdL;R 6= 0.We onsider two ases: (a) EL = ER � E1 and (b)EL 6= ER, the desired value of the di�erene ER � EL975
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BFig. 2. One-eletron wave funtions of the lowest two states, 1s�g (a) and 2p�u (b), and the exited state 3d�g () ofthe moleular ion P+2 : Si in the isotropi e�etive mass approximation. The oordinate x is along the line joining the twodonors. The donor separation is Rd = 20a�B . The symmetri and antisymmetri linear superpositions of the 1s�g and 2p�ustates orrespond to the respetive 1s atomi states jLi and jRi loalized at the left and the right donor. They form thequbit logial states j0i = jLi and j1i = jRi. The exited state 3d�g is an auxiliary (�transport�) state needed to transferan eletron between jLi and jRi states under the in�uene of the external eletromagneti �eldbeing disussed below. In ase (a), we suppose E(t) toosillate at a frequeny ! = (ETR �EL;R)=~,E(t) = E0(t) os!t; (9)where E0(t) is the slowly varying envelope of the�eld. Using of the resonant approximation2), i. e., omit-ting the rapidly osillating terms with the frequenies�(!+ETR=~�EL;R=~) from the Hamiltonian, we haveV̂ (t) = 12e�i!t��L(t)j�TRihLj+ �R(t)j�TRihRj�++H..; (10)where �L;R(t) = E0(t)dL;R. In ase (b), the �eldE(t) has two omponents osillating at the frequenies!L = (ETR �EL)=~ and !R = (ETR �ER)=~,E(t) = E01(t) os(!Lt) +E02(t) os(!Rt+ �); (11)where � is the phase shift between the two omponents.In the resonant approximation (see footnote 2), we have2) The resonant approximation is valid if the absolute value ofthe detuning from resonane, ~Æ = ~! � (ETR �EL;R), is smallompared to the spaing between the energy ETR of the statej�TRi and the energy E0 of the state j�0i nearest to j�TRi. In thease where there are two omponents in E(t), the absolute valuesof both ~ÆL = ~!L� (ETR�EL) and ~ÆR = ~!R� (ETR�ER)should be small ompared to jE0 � ETRj.

V̂ (t) = 12 exp(�i!Lt)�L(t)j�TRihLj++ 12 exp(�i!Rt� i�)�R(t)j�TRihRj+H..; (12)where �L;R(t) = E01;2(t) � dL;R. In this paper, werestrit ourselves to the retangular pulse shape, andtherefore E0(t) in Eq. (9) and both E01(t) and E02(t)in Eq. (11) are onstant at 0 < t < �op and zero else-where.It is straightforward to solve the nonstationaryShrödinger equation for the state vetor j	(t)i,i~�j	(t)i�t = Ĥ(t)j	(t)i; (13)with the Hamiltonian Ĥ(t) in Eq. (7) given by Eqs. (5)and (10) in ase (a) or Eqs. (6) and (12) in ase (b),and to �nd the oe�ients CL(t), CR(t), and CTR(t) inthe expansion of j	(t)i in terms of the states jLi, jRi,and j�TRi,j	(t)i = CL(t) exp�� iELt~ � jLi++ CR(t) exp�� iERt~ � jRi++ CTR(t) exp�� iETRt~ � j�TRi; (14)provided that j	(0)i = �jLi+�jRi, where j�j2+j�j2 == 1. In ase (a), we have976



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Auxiliary-level-assisted operations : : :CL(t) = � �1� 2j�Lj2j�Lj2 + j�Rj2 sin2 
t��� � 2��L�Rj�Lj2 + j�Rj2 sin2
t;CR(t) = �� 2�L��Rj�Lj2 + j�Rj2 sin2 
t++ � �1� 2j�Rj2j�Lj2 + j�Rj2 sin2
t� ;CTR(t) = �i ��L + ��Rpj�Lj2 + j�Rj2 sin 2
t;
(15)

where 
 = pj�Lj2 + j�Rj24~ : (16)In ase (b), the oe�ients CL(t), CR(t), andCTR(t) are also given by Eqs. (15) and (16) withthe only exeption that �R must be replaed by�R exp(�i�). From Eqs. (15) and (16), we an see thatat t = �op = �k=2
 (hereafter, k is a positive integer),the oe�ient CTR vanishes, and hene the statevetor j	(t)i remains in the qubit subspae fjLi; jRigand jCL(�op)j2 + jCR(�op)j2 = 1. In partiular, ifCL(0) = 1 and CR(0) = 0, then CL(�op) = 0 andCR(�op) = �1 at �L = ��R and odd k, i. e., there is aomplete population transfer jLi ! jRi, see Ref. [9℄.Thus, the auxiliary exited state j�TRi plays the roleof the �transport� state, in that it assists the qubitevolution by means of the eletron transfer betweenthe states jLi and jRi as the pulse is on but remainsunpopulated after the pulse is o�.3. QUBIT ROTATIONSIn this setion, we show that the auxiliary-state-assisted eletron transfer between the two donors al-lows various qubit rotations. In ase (a), where thetwo donors in the moleular ion P+2 : Si are equivalent,i. e., EL = ER and j�Lj = j�Rj, the qubit state j	(t)iat the operation time �op remains unhanged,j	(�op)i = exp�� iEL�op~ � j	(0)i; (17)if �op = �k=
, or hanges intoj	(�op)i = � exp�� iEL�op~ � [�jLi+ �jRi℄ (18)if �op = �(2k � 1)=2
 and �L = ��R, see Eqs. (14)and (15). The latter orresponds to the quantum NOToperation.Case (b) seems to be more realisti beause of thedi�erent loal atomi surroundings of the donors in the

pair due to both the unontrollable damage of the hostupon ion implantation and the probabilisti variationsin the path taken through the substrate by eah im-planted ion [20℄. Besides, the surfae gates an be usedto intentionally tune EL and ER to the predeterminedvalues. Moreover, one an hange the values of �L and�R separately by hanging the eletri �eld amplitudesE01 and E02. It follows from Eqs. (14) and (15) thatthe relative phase shift operation is implemented at�op = �k=
,j	(�op)i = exp�� iEL�op~ ��� ��jLi+ � exp �� i(ER �EL)�op~ � jRi� ; (19)while the value of �op = �(2k � 1)=2
 orresponds torealization of the quantum NOT operation,j	(�op)i = � exp�� iEL�op~ �i�� [�jLi+�jRi℄ ; (20)if �L = ��R and � = �n+(ER�EL)�op=2~ (hereafter,n is an integer), or to the Hadamard transformation,j	(�op)i = � exp�� iEL�op~ ��� ��+ �p2 jLi+ �� �p2 jRi� ; (21)if (ER � EL)�op=~ = 2�m (where m is a positive in-teger). Here, the plus sign orresponds to the valuesof � = 2�n and �L = ��R(p2 � 1) or � = �(2n + 1)and �L = �R(p2� 1), and the minus sign orrespondsto the values of � = 2�n and �L = �R(p2 + 1) or� = �(2n+ 1) and �L = ��R(p2 + 1).Therefore, various one-qubit operations an be im-plemented on the buried donor harge qubit throughappropriate hoies of the pulse frequeny, phase, am-plitude, and duration. Let us estimate the value of theoperation time�op � 1=
 � ~=j�L;Rj � ~=ea�BE0;see Se. 2. For the �eld amplitude E0 � 1 V/m, wehave �op � 1 ns. An inrease in the pulse intensityauses the value of �op to derease to the pioseondtime sale, suh that the value of �op an be made or-ders of magnitude shorter than the period t0 that ittakes for the qubit state to hange due to the direteletron tunneling jLi $ jRi, see Se. 2, as well as theoperation times in the ase where the qubit is manip-ulated by adiabatially varying the potentials of the4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5 977



L. A. Openov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005surfae gates [16℄. We note that in ase (b), the en-ergies EL and ER should be su�iently di�erent fromeah other in order that all these operations ould beimplemented in short times to avoid deoherene, asdisussed below. For example, at �op � 1 ps, we shouldhave ER �EL � 3 meV.4. DECOHERENCE EFFECTSAn unontrolled interation of the quantum systemwith its environment leads to entanglement betweenthe states of the system and the environmental degreesof freedom. This disturbs the unitary evolution of thesystem and results in the loss of oherene. There arevarious soures of deoherene in solids. For the hargequbit onsidered in this paper, the deoherene due tothe phonon emission/absorption proesses was studiedin Refs. [16, 26℄ and was found to be muh weaker thanthe deoherene due to both Nyquist � Johnson voltage�utuations in the surfae eletrodes and the 1=f noisefrom the bakground harge �utuations. We note,however, that there are two mehanisms of the phonon-indued deoherene, whih are aused by either theenergy relaxation proesses or the virtual-phonon de-phasing proesses. Whih one of those mehanisms isdominant depends on the spei� parameters of thequantum system and its environment, as well as on theoperation times. Here, we show that the dephasingproesses play a deisive role in limiting the fault toler-ane of the buried donor harge qubit. For simpliity,we onsider the qubit at zero temperature and assumeisotropi aousti phonons with the linear dispersionlaw !q = sq, where s is the speed of sound.We �rst reall some general onepts onerning thetransition probability for an eletron moving in a time-dependent potential. If the eletron, being initially in astate jii of the disrete energy spetrum, interats withthe harmoni �eldV̂ (t) = F̂ e�i!t + F̂+ei!t; (22)then the probability amplitude to �nd it in a state jfiat a time t is given by the following expression thatresults from the �rst-order perturbation theory [32℄3):ai!f (!; t) = Ffi exp[�i(!if + !)t℄� 1~(!if + !) ++ F �if exp[�i(!if � !)t℄� 1~(!if � !) ; (23)3) We note that Eq. (23) is appliable as long asjai!f (!; t)j � 1.

where !if = (Ei �Ef )=~. The ommon approah is toignore the �rst term in Eq. (23) and use the expressionlimt!1 sin2(�t)�t�2 = Æ(�); (24)thus arriving at the so-alled Fermi golden rule for thetransition probability,Wi!f (!; t) = jai!f (!; t)j2 �� jFif j2 4 sin2 [(!if � !)t=2℄~2(!if � !)2 �� 2�~ jFif j2Æ(~!if � ~!)t � �i!f (!)t; (25)where �i!f (!) is the time-independent transitionrate. The Æ-funtion re�ets the energy onservation,~!if = ~!, for suh a transition.The eletron�phonon oupling in on�ned systemsis desribed by the HamiltonianĤel�ph =Xq �(q)�̂(q) hb̂yq + b̂�qi ; (26)where b̂yq and b̂q are the respetive operators ofreation and annihilation of a phonon with thewave vetor q, �̂(q) = R dr exp(iq � r)�̂(r) is theFourier transform of the eletron density operator�̂(r) = Pmn	�m(r)	n(r)jmihnj, and �(q) is the mi-rosopi eletron�phonon interation matrix element,whih an be expressed in terms of the deformationpotential D and the density of the rystal � as�(q) = qDs ~2�!qv ; (27)with v being the normalizing volume. If harmoni�eld (22) is assoiated with a deformation phonon ha-ving the frequeny !q, then, taking into aount thatthe deformation �elds produed by the phonons withdi�erent wave vetors are not orrelated, we have thetotal transition rate [33℄4)�i!f = 2�~ Xq jFif (q)j2Æ(~!if � ~!q); (28)where Fif (q) = �(q)hijeiq�rjfi: (29)4) We note that at T = 0, there are no phonons in the sample,and hene only the seond term in Eq. (22) is relevant for theeletron�phonon interation beause the initial and �nal phononstates, jiphi and jfphi, are the respetive states j0qi exp(�iE0t)and j1qi exp[�i(E0 + !q)t℄, where E0 =Pq(~!q=2), and henehfphjb̂+q jiphi = exp(i!qt).978



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Auxiliary-level-assisted operations : : :4.1. Deoherene during adiabati variations ofthe surfae gate potentialsIn the ase where the buried donor harge qubit isontrolled by the surfae gates [16℄, suh that the statevetor j	(t)i remains in the qubit subspae fjLi; jRigduring the operation and the overlap hLjRi is negli-gibly small, Hamiltonian (26) an be written in thespin-boson form [34℄Ĥel�ph = �̂zXq g(q) hb̂yq + b̂�qi ; (30)where �̂z = jLihLj � jRihRj andg(q) = �(q)2 �hLjeiqrjLi � hRjeiqrjRi� : (31)

Sine hrjL;Ri = (�a�3B )�1=2 exp(�jr � rL;Rj=a�B) for1s-orbitals, where rL;R are the donor oordinates, wehave [14℄ g(q) = �i�(q) sin(qxRd=2)�1 + (qa�B)2=4�2 ; (32)where qx is the omponent of the phonon wave vetoralong the line joining the two donors, and we hose theorigin of the oordinates in between the donors, suhthat rL;R = �(Rd=2)ex.Fedihkin and Fedorov [14℄ have shown that atT = 0, deoherene upon implementing the phase ope-ration emerges as pure dephasing, the eletron densitymatrix being given by the general expression [35; 36℄0BBBB� �LL(0) �LR(0) exp ��B2(t) + i (ER �EL)t~ ��RL(0) exp��B2(t)� i (ER �EL)t~ � �RR(0) 1CCCCA (33)with the spetral funtionB2(t) = 8~2 Xq jg(q)j2!2q sin2 !qt2 : (34)There is no relaxation in this ase beause for the phaseoperation to be implemented, the energies EL and ERmust be su�iently di�erent from eah other [14℄, sothat the basis fjLi; jRig oinides with the energy ba-sis of the eletron in the double donor system and ele-tron term (6) ommutes with interation term (30)in the Hamiltonian. As a result, the diagonal ele-ments of the density matrix remain unhanged. Onthe other hand, deoherene upon implementing thequantum NOT operation (where EL = ER and theenergy basis of the eletron is formed by the statesj�1;2i = �jLi�jRi�=p2, see Se. 2) was suggested to beaused by relaxation [14℄, suh that both o�-diagonaland diagonal elements of the density matrix dereaseexponentially with time, the relaxation rate �2!1 (seeEq. (28)) being [14, 26℄�2!1 = D24��~s2 q321�1 + (q21a�B)2=4�4 ���1� sin(q21Rd)q21Rd � ; (35)where q21 = �E21=s~, see Eq. (4).

We note, however, that approximation (25) forWi!f (!; t) and, aordingly, Eq. (28) for �i!f are validif the time t is su�iently long, see Eq. (24). To quan-tify the appliability of this approximation, we analyzethe more general expression for Wi!f (t) that followsfrom Eq. (25),Wi!f (t) = 4~2 Xq jFif (q)j2 sin2 [(!if � !q)t=2℄(!if � !q)2 : (36)We an roughly distinguish two phonon ontribu-tions to Wi!f (t), one being from the �resonantomponent�, i. e., from the Æ-funtion-like peak ofsin2[(!if � !q)t=2℄=(!if � !q)2 as a funtion of q atq = qif = !if=s, with the height t2=4 and the width� 1=st, and the other from the remaining �nonresonantbakground� of the phonon spetrum. The former anbe estimated asW (1)i!f (t) � vq2if~2s jFif (qif )j2t; (37)and the latter asW (2)i!f (t) � v�q~2s2 jFif (qmax)j2 (38)at qif � qmax andW (2)i!f (t) � v�q~2s2 �qmaxqif �2 jFif (qmax)j2 (39)979 4*



L. A. Openov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005at qif � qmax, where qmax is the wave vetor atwhih the funtion jFif (q)j2 has a maximum and �qis a harateristi width of jFif (q)j2 in the maximum.The spei� values of �q, qmax, and Fif (qmax) de-pend on the spei� type of wave funtions hrjii andhrjfi in the matrix element hij exp(iq � r)jfi. Next,if, e.g., qif � qmax and we are interested in thetransition probability Wi!f (t) at a moment of timet suh that sq2if jFif (qif )j2t � �qjFif (qmax)j2, thenW (1)i!f (t) � W (2)i!f (t), and hene the Fermi golden ruleappears to be broken [37; 38℄. This is due to the viola-tion of the energy onservation at short times [32℄.Inspetion of the phonon-indued transitions be-tween the states j�1;2i = �jLi� jRi�=p2 of the double-donor system with EL = ER and the donor separationRd � a�B (these transitions are relevant for deohereneduring the implementation of the NOT operation [14℄)provides an illustrative example of the departure fromthe Fermi golden rule. In this ase,h2jeiq�rj1i = �hLjeiq�rjLi � hRjeiq�rjRi�=2;and hene F21(q) = g(q), see Eq. (32), and theresonant omponent of the transition probability isW (1)2!1(t) � q321D2t=�~s2, in aordane with the valueof the relaxation rate �2!1 given by Eq. (35). Sinethe value of q21 = �E21=~s dereases exponentiallywith Rd, see Eq. (4), the value of �2!1 dereases expo-nentially as well, going below 103 s�1 at Rd=a�B > 10(see Fig. 5 in Ref. [26℄). On the other hand, sineq21 � qmax � 1=a�B, we have W (2)2!1(t) � D2=�~s3a�2Bfrom Eq. (38). More aurate alulations result inW (2)2!1(t) = B2(t)=2, see Eq. (34). If the operationtime �op is long ompared to the phonon transit time,a�B=s (� 0:3 ps for P+2 : Si), it follows from Eq. (34) (seeRef. [14℄) that B2(�op) = D23�2�~s3a�2B ; (40)and therefore spetral funtion (34) appears to be amaterial onstant, being about 6 � 10�3 for the phos-phorous donors in silion [14℄, where D = 3:3 eV,s = 9 � 105 m/s, and � = 2:33 g/m3.Hene, W (2)2!1(t) � W (1)2!1(t) at Rd=a�B = 10 andt� ~t � 3 �10�6 s, the time ~t being exponentially longerfor larger values of Rd=a�B, and in any ase longer thanthe operation time �op, see Se. 3.Therefore, ontrary to suggestions [14, 26℄ that thephonon-indued deoherene in the ase of the NOToperation is determined by the value of the relaxationrate �2!1 given by Eq. (35), we see that at su�ientlyshort operation times, deoherene in the ases of both

phase and NOT operations is determined by the samespetral funtion B2(t), see Eq. (34). The distintionbetween the two ases is that the diagonal elements ofthe density matrix remain unhanged in the ase of thephase operation beause there is no relaxation, whilethey deay exponentially (along with the o�-diagonalmatrix elements) in the ase of the NOT operation [14℄.4.2. Deoherene during theauxiliary-state-assisted operationsBeause the exited �transport� level jTRi beomestemporarily populated during the resonant-pulse oper-ations on the P+2 : Si qubit, the phonon-indued ele-tron transitions jTRi $ jL;Ri and jTRi $ j�1;2i anhave a detrimental e�et on the qubit evolution, alongwith the transitions jLi $ jRi and j�1i $ j�2i stud-ied above. We now larify whih type of the phonon-indued eletron transitions (�resonant� or �nonreso-nant�) is dominant in this ase and estimate the tran-sition probability. We follow the line of reasoningoutlined above and start with alulations of the ma-trix elements hTRj exp(iq � r)jL;Ri. For our hoiesof the �transport� state jTRi = j�3i and the doubledonor orientation, see Se. 2, at R � a�B , we havejTRi � �j2SiL � j2PxiL + j2SiR + j2PxiR�=2, wherehrj2SiL;R == 1p8�a�3B �1� jr� rL;Rj2a�B � exp��jr� rL;Rj2a�B � ;hrj2PxiL;R = 1p32�a�5B (x� xL;R) exp��jr� rL;Rj2a�B � :Negleting the exponentially small overlap betweenthe loalized atomi-like orbitals entered at di�erentdonors, we havehTRjeiq�rjL;Ri == 2p2(qa�B)2 � 3i(qxa�B)=2[9=4 + (qa�B)2℄3 exp�� iqxR2 � : (41)Depending on the relative values of EL and ER, thelowest energy eigenstates of P+2 : Si are either jLi andjRi (if EL 6= ER) or �1 and �2 (if EL = ER), andtherefore, in order to �nd the probabilityWTR(t) of theeletron esape from the �transport� state at T = 0, wemust add the respetive probabilities of the jTRi ! jLiand jTRi ! jRi or jTRi ! j�1i and jTRi ! j�2i ele-tron transitions. If the value of ER � EL is muh lessthan the di�erene between ETR and EL;R, then wehave the same result in both ases, and heneWTR(t) is980



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005 Auxiliary-level-assisted operations : : :given by Eq. (36), where now !if � �E31=~ � 3E�=8~is independent of Rd at Rd � a�B , andjFif (q)j2 = 16(qa�B)4 + 9(qxa�B)2=4[9=4 + (qa�B)2℄6 j�(q)j2: (42)Taking into aount thatqifa�B = !ifa�Bs � 3e28"~s � 8� qmaxa�B � 1and using Eq. (36), it is straightforward to derive thefollowing expressions for the respetive probabilities ofthe �resonant� and �nonresonant� transitions:W (1)TR(t) � 8D2��~s2a�3B (qifa�B)5 3=4 + (qifa�B)2[9=4 + (qifa�B)2℄6 t (43)and W (2)TR(t) � 176D23645�2�~s3(a�B)2(qifa�B)2 : (44)It follows from Eqs. (43) and (44) thatW (1)TR(t) = �TRt,where �TR � 3�107 s�1, andW (2)TR(t) � 10�5, and henethe �resonant� transitions are dominant at t > 0:3 ps.We now hek what states among those involvedin the auxiliary-state-assisted qubit evolution are mostsensitive to phonon-indued deoherene. As we haveseen above, deoherene of the low-energy states jLiand jRi (or j�1i and j�2i) is quanti�ed by the error rate[14℄, i. e., the error generated during the operation time,D(t) = B2(t)=2 � 3 � 10�3. This value is greater thanW (2)TR(t) but less thanW (1)TR(t) at t > 10�10 s, where theproesses of the spontaneous phonon emission by aneletron temporarily oupying the �transport� levelbeome prevailing. Hene at �op < 100 ps, the errorrate does not exeed the value of D(�op) � 3 � 10�3.5. DISCUSSIONFast auxiliary-state-assisted evolution of the do-uble-donor harge qubit driven by the resonant ele-tromagneti �eld allows implementation of variousone-qubit rotations in very short operation times�op < 100 ps, thus minimizing the unwanted deo-herene e�ets. At suh times, the error rate dueto aousti phonons is D(�op) � 3 � 10�3 at T = 0.At �nite temperatures, suh that kBT > ~!0, where~!0 = ~s=a�B � 2 meV for dephasing proesses and�nonresonant� emission/absorption transitions, and~!0 = jEi � Ef j for the �resonant� jii $ jfi transi-tions, the error rate inreases by a fator of� kBT=~!0.The strongest inrease in the error rate at T 6= 0 o-urs if the two donors in the moleular ion P+2 : Si are

equivalent, beause the energies EL and ER of the low-est loalized states jLi and jRi are then equal to eahother, and the di�erene E2�E1 between the eigenen-ergies of the two lowest deloalized moleular statesj�1i and j�2i is exponentially small at large donor sep-arations, e.g., E2 �E1 � 10�6 meV at R = 60 nm, seeEq. (4). To weaken the deoherene, it would be rea-sonable to use the surfae gates in order to inrease thedi�erene ER �EL up to ER �EL � 1 meV suh thatthe energy basis of the eletron be formed by the statesjLi and jRi instead of the states j�1i and j�2i. In thisase, the eletromagneti �eld should have two ompo-nents driving the eletron transitions jLi $ jTRi andjRi $ jTRi between the states jL;Ri and the auxiliary�transport� state jTRi.At T 6= 0, the proesses of the phonon absorption byan eletron temporarily oupying the transport statealso ontribute to deoherene. For our hoie of thetransport state, jTRi = j�3i, the state nearest to itin energy is the state j�4i. In the ase where thetwo donors are equivalent and R=a�B > 15, this is the4f�u state j�4i � �j2SiL�j2PxiL�j2SiR�j2PxiR�=2,whose wave funtion hrj�4i is antisymmetri about themidpoint of the line joining the two donors [31℄. Atx = Rd=a�B � 1, the energy separation [30℄E4 �E3 = E�x34 exp��x2 � 2��1 +O� 1x��is small but greatly exeeds the value of E2 �E1, e.g.,E4 � E3 � 0:3 meV at Rd = 60 nm. The donor asym-metry in the presene of gate potentials results in afurther inrease in E4 � E3, and therefore the phononabsorption proesses does not ontribute muh to de-oherene at su�iently low temperatures T < 10 K.Thus, the error rate due to phonon-indued deo-herene is D(�op) � 3 � 10�3 at �op < 100 ps andT < 10 K. This value is to be ompared to the errorrates due to other soures of deoherene. The low-est bounds for the deoherene times assoiated withthe Johnson noise from the gates and the environmen-tal harge �utuations are [16, 20, 26℄, respetively,� � 1 �s and � � 1 ns, and hene the orresponding er-ror rates [14℄ D(�op) = 1� exp(��op=�) do not exeedthat due to phonons at �op < (1�10) ps. Hene, theperformane of the buried donor harge qubit appearsto be limited primarily by the eletron�phonon inter-ation. In this paper, we onentrated on the phospho-rous donors in silion. Sine spetral funtion (34) thatultimately determines the error rate for one-qubit op-erations is a material onstant, it would be worthwhileto searh for other materials and/or doping elements981



L. A. Openov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 5, 2005for the buried donor harge qubit, in order to weakenthe deoherene e�ets.Although we restrited ourselves to retangularshapes of the resonant pulses, our onsideration anbe generalized to other pulse shapes [39℄. The resultsobtained an also be applied to quantum-dot struturesand Josephson three-level gates [39�42℄. Finally, onea fundamental possibility of the auxiliary-state-assistedoperations has been demonstrated, it is straightforwardto organize the oupling of P+2 : Si qubits for onditionalquantum operations [16, 20℄.In summary, we have proposed a sheme for fastrotations of the buried donor harge qubit throughan auxiliary-state-assisted eletron evolution under thein�uene of resonant mirowave pulses. This shemeallows implementing one-qubit operations in times asshort as �op � 1 ps. With the example of the P+2 : Siqubit, we have shown that dephasing and �nonreso-nant� relaxation due to aousti phonons are the mainsoures of deoherene. The error rate at T < 10 K andoperation times �op = (1�10) ps is about 3 � 10�3, i. e.,greater than the fault-tolerane threshold for quan-tum omputation but su�iently low to investigate thesmall-sale devies and thus to demonstrate the exper-imental feasibility of the sheme.Disussions with A. V. Tsukanov, L. Fedihkin, andM. S. Litsarev are gratefully aknowledged.REFERENCES1. A. Bareno, D. Deutsh, A. Ekert, and R. Jozsa, Phys.Rev. Lett. 74, 4083 (1995).2. A. Shnirman, G. Shon, and Z. Hermon, Phys. Rev.Lett. 79, 2371 (1997).3. D. Loss and D. P. DiVinenzo, Phys. Rev. A 57, 120(1998).4. Y. Nakamura, Yu. A. Pashkin, and J. S. Tsai, Nature398, 786 (1999).5. Yu. A. Pashkin, T. Yamamoto, O. Asta�ev et al., Na-ture 421, 823 (2003).6. B. E. Kane, Nature 393, 133 (1998).7. B. E. Kane, N. S. MAlpine, A. S. Dzurak et al., Phys.Rev. B 61, 2961 (2000).8. R. Vrijen, E. Yablonovith, K. Wang et al., Phys. Rev.A 62, 012306 (2000).9. L. A. Openov, Phys. Rev. B 60, 8798 (1999).
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